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I. Introduction

Extreme wind conditions, such as gusts, result in large load differences on the turbine that can be damaging to mechanical components such as the gearbox [1]. In response, the condition of wind turbine components is monitored so that a developing fault can be detected and appropriate action taken. This allows maintenance to be scheduled before the impact on the system has become too large, resulting in lower downtimes and lower cost of energy (CoE) [2].

Condition monitoring (CM) techniques such as vibration and strain measurement require expensive sensors that are often impractical in high-torque applications of wind turbines [3]. Using readily available signals from other areas of the turbine could prove an inexpensive alternative approach to CM.

The power converter could provide this information for CM applications; the converter should respond to any disturbances and therefore its signals should show the drive train response. For example, the quadrature-axis component of the machine side converter (MSC) current signal ($i_q$) controls the real power flow and contains torsional information from the drive train. Monitoring $i_q$ could provide useful information about torsional loads on components that could be used for early fault detection without extra sensors.

This investigation focuses on whether power converter signals can be used for CM with a focus on two potential applications:

1. Gear tooth failure detection.
2. Mechanical load estimation from damaging gusts.

II. Approach

To carry this work out a drive train model was required. The model developed at Durham in [4] was used. To make this model suitable for this study the following modifications were made:

a. A full grid-side converter (GSC) was added.

b. A gearbox was added.

c. A gearbox fault model was used to provide fault conditions.

d. A gust model was added to provide data for load prediction.

This section outlines how these aspects were modelled.

a. Grid-Side Converter

The main objective of the GSC is to control power flow between converter and grid to maintain a constant DC link voltage. In the drive train model the GSC is modelled as a 2-level insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT)/diode pair inverter.

To control the GSC, vector control was chosen [5]. Figure 1 outlines the control procedure for the GSC. $i_d$ is the direct-axis current, $V_d$ is the direct-axis voltage, $\omega$ is the grid frequency (rad/s), $L$ is grid inductance, $V_{DC\_link}$ is the DC-link voltage, $V_q$ is the quadrature-axis voltage and $V_0$ is the 0-component voltage.

![Figure 1- Vector control scheme for the GSC](image)

b. Gearbox model

The gearbox is connected to the hub via the low-speed shaft and to the generator via the high-speed shaft. The dynamic interactions of the rotor, gearbox and generator were modelled as a 3-mass model shown in Figure 2.
c. Gearbox fault model

The most severe gearbox failure modes that arise from extreme wind conditions have been identified as fretting corrosion and high cycle bending fatigue [6]. Fretting corrosion is the deterioration of contacting gear tooth surfaces as a result of vibratory motion between teeth and has been set as the study’s focus.

Gear tooth wear causes a reduction in the gear stiffness. This reduction of the gear contact stiffness in the faulty gear can be applied to gear models that include a stiffness component and can be modelled as a rectangular pulse wave or a half sine function [7]. For this study the rectangular pulse function was chosen and applied to the high-speed shaft.

Figure 3 shows the variation in total stiffness when a fault is present.

d. Gust model

Previous gust models rely on real wind data to model the amplitude, duration and gust shape introduced along with a running average wind speed [8, 9]. These wind gust profile characteristics can be extracted and applied using square or cosine shaped wind profiles that have a gust amplitude, duration and frequency. The maximum gust speed \( U_{G,max} \) in a given time period is calculated from the gust factor \( G(t) \) (1). An expression for the gust factor is given in (2) [10].

\[
U_{G,max} = G(t)U_W
\]

\[
G(t) = 1 + 0.42I_u \ln \frac{3600}{t}
\]

Where \( U_w \) is the mean wind speed, \( I_u \) is the longitudinal turbulence intensity, and \( t \) is the gust duration.

For this study the underlying square wave gust characteristic was used. For the load prediction model gust, 10 gust categories were defined, each representing a reduction in the gust wind speed (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gust Category</th>
<th>( U_G )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>((U_G + U_W) + U_W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>([U_G + U_W/1.25] + U_W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>([U_G + U_W/1.5] + U_W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>([U_G + U_W/1.75] + U_W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>([U_G + U_W/2] + U_W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>([U_G + U_W/2.25] + U_W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>([U_G + U_W/2.5] + U_W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>([U_G + U_W/3] + U_W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>([U_G + U_W/4] + U_W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>([U_G + U_W/6] + U_W)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 - Gust category assignment

III. Results

a. Gearbox Fault Detection

Gearbox wear faults were introduced using the previously detailed method. The first fault was a wear fault with amplitude 0.5 and length 1mm present on every other tooth with a constant wind speed of 7m/s.

The frequency spectrum of the MSC \( I_q \) signal was computed using the Fast Fourier Transform to identify differences between the ‘healthy’ (no fault) and faulty spectrum (Figure 4). It can be seen that there is no clear difference in the spectrum at the fault frequency. There is a small difference at 2Hz, where both the healthy and the faulty spectrum show a spike due to the wind input.
The lack of fault signal was investigated by inspecting the frequency spectrum of the stiffness and damping torque components in isolation \( (T_k, B) \) (figure 5). The fault is visible in the \( T_k \) and \( T_B \) spectra but not in the resulting torque spectrum. The time sequences showed that the oscillatory motion of \( T_k \) due to the fault is counteracted by an opposite oscillatory motion from \( T_B \) removing the oscillation from the frequency spectrum.

In a real gearbox the damper and stiffness torque components cannot be measured separately. However, in a real gearbox the system parameters might not be as balanced. Thus there is still a possibility that faults can be detected in the MSC \( l_q \) signal of a real gearbox system.

b. Load prediction on mechanical components using MSC signals

The first task was to determine whether there was a relationship between MSC \( l_q \) and rotor torque for different gust categories (GC). Simulations were carried out at different speeds with a constant gust frequency of 3Hz and the change in rotor torque \( (\Delta T_r) \) and \( \Delta l_q \) were recorded. The results for the first three gust categories are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows that the GC each have a separate relationship. These relationships can therefore be used to determine the mechanical loading from the mean wind speed, gust magnitude and MSC signal amplitudes. The load prediction model is outlined in Figure 7.

To verify this method a number of category 1 gusts with different \( U_w \) were introduced, \( l_q \) was measured and the above relationships were used to determine the estimated loading. The results are summarised in Table 2.
### Table 2 - Model Verification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$U_w$ (m/s)</th>
<th>MSC $I_q$ (A)</th>
<th>$\Delta T_r$ (Nm) calc.</th>
<th>$\Delta T_r$ (Nm) meas.</th>
<th>Estimation Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.536</td>
<td>353636</td>
<td>350370</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.648</td>
<td>448868</td>
<td>445450</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9.84</td>
<td>573264</td>
<td>568160</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>16.344</td>
<td>786715</td>
<td>780330</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The % error between the measured and calculated $\Delta T_r$ is <1%. Therefore the model is able to predict accurately the mechanical components’ loading using MSC signals.

### IV. Conclusion

CM of wind turbine components allows appropriate action to be taken to minimise the impact of developing fault but currently requires expensive sensors and data acquisition devices. In response, this paper outlines an investigation into whether converter signals, which are already monitored, can be used for CM.

A drive train model was modified to include a gearbox, GSC and gearbox fault model to determine whether gearbox faults could be detected in the converter signals. Gusts were also modelled to determine if drive train mechanical loading could be predicted using converter signals. The conclusions from this study are:

- Gear wear cannot be detected in the MSC signals due to the model damping effects.
- A model using MSC signals successfully predicted the load changes in the turbine with a percentage error < 1%.

Further investigations into the magnitude of load changes that cause mechanical component damage could lead to the application of this accurate MSC-based load prediction model to prevent gearbox faults through turbine shutdown during damaging wind conditions.

### V. Learning objectives

The learning objectives are as follows:

- To explore the use of converter signals for CM of gearboxes without extra sensors.
- To determine whether gearbox faults are detectable in the converter current signals.
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